Office,
Industry and
Logistics

Whiteboard
with own print
Wear-resistant print, even during daily intensive use
Magnetic surface

smit-visual.com

We
make

"Our production adapts
5S to the shop floor”

"We want to make
performance indicators
visible to all employees"

“We are going to provide
departments with
permanent planning

Whiteboards form the basis for

boards, in our organisation's

visual management in companies

corporate style”

worldwide. They provide structure
and transparency to the organisation.
But a standard board (scrum, lean,

it visible

kanban, etc.) often fails to fulfil the
desires and requirements of a team
or department. A whiteboard with a
personalised print offers a solution.
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We make it visible
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For professional use

Scratch-proof print

	Full-colour print 			

Print does not fade

Magnetic surface

with deep colours

Smit Visual printed whiteboards are especially made
for daily intensive use and a long lifespan. The print
is embedded in the whiteboard surface instead of
being added on top. 1 year product warranty. For a
correct maintenance, always only use Smit Visual
whiteboard markers and cleaning spray.
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From small to very large
Prints do not always fit on a board of 60x90 cm, and
somtimes not even on a board of 100x200 cm.
That is why we offer boards up to a maximum of
120x300 cm

We make it visible
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Own design
Planboard

WCM board

Each professional, team or organisation has their own
take on visual management. As a result, it is rare for a
whiteboard with a standard print to precisely match the
existing needs. In addition, adding the organisation’s
logo and corporate style ensures information is
presented professionally. The solution is a personalised
design with custom layout and looks.

Do you
need help?

Performance board

Scrumboard

Logistic board

Our graphic designers
are happy to help you.
Contact
info@smit-visual.nl
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We make it visible
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Select your frame
Make no compromises when it comes to
taste. The printed whiteboards by Smit
Visual can be supplied with a variety of
frame options. With or without frame,
black or white. These two pages provide
you with an overview of the options.
No frame, with straight
corners and white edges

No frame, with rounded
corners and black edges

SL8 frame silver

SL8 frame black
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Graphic
support

Sending in a design
You can send your design to your Smit Visual dealer.
They can also offer you a PDF with delivery specifications
and offer templates for standard sizes. Send your request
to info@smit-visual.nl.

Smit Visual has a team of graphics professionals
ready and waiting for you. They offer the exact
support you require.
• The process from concept to graphic design,
including your own house style if desired
• Improving a graphic design if desired
• Preparing submitted files for printing
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Discover our custom
whiteboards on
smit-visual.com

Spaarpot 120-122

T +31(0)40-280 85 00

5667 KZ Geldrop

F +31(0)40-286 76 15

The Netherlands

E info@smit-visual.nl

